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ABSTRACT
This thesis begins with a short biography of the originator of
the philosophy of science called Opera tlonalism, P. V« Brldgman. A
brief summary of the foundations and basic tenets of the philosophy
including some of the difficulties encountered is then given. A
justification of such a philosophy and its importance is the topic of
the next section* The third part of the paper discusses two completely
new methods of measuring contact resistance in thermoelectric devices*
Included are: practical considerations , techniques, measurements and
results* Finally it is shown that the solution to the engineering
problem namely, measuring the contact resistance, is Itself a serious
objection to Operational! una as it exists today*
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Thta thesis arose in a roundabout way from an interest la its
second part, the raeaaureuent of thermoelectric parameters. The relation
of such measurements to Operationalisa was first attempted to justify
the existence of the experimental part of the thesis. Now, however,
it seeas just as important to modify a philosophy of science which has
contributed so sauch to our society, and according to the results here,
to present a more accurate case for the grounding of scientific concepts,
as to solve the engineering problem itself.
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Percy 9, Bridgman was born in 1881 la Stewton, Haeenchueetts . Be
attended elementary and high schools in the Newton area and entered
Harvard University in 1900. He was awarded his A.B. in 1904, A.K. in
1905 and his doctorate in Physics in 1908. Continuing his research in
high-pressure physics which was always of interest to hies, he made his
first real contribution to the field in 1909. This was the discovery
of a leak-proof packing which enabled him to build a pressure system
which could reach and sustain more than 10,000 atmospheres (130,000 psi.).
Even this attainment did not satisfy him, however , for he went on to
build equipment and run experiments at pressures of 100,000 atmospheres
regularly, and in a few cases, at pressures far above this.
Bridgemen's experiments in high pressure physics far outdistanced
the corresponding theoretical work. Today theoreticians are using data
that were obtained by Bridgman years ago in attempts to bring theory
up-to-date. His data were characterized as coming in "mounds." (31, Purcell) *
Another important contribution to physics (and other disciplines)
was his development of a high-temperature furnace. Using either resistance
wire or induction heating, the temperature of the furnace Jumps from r<
temperature to above the melting point of the rsaterial involved.
* Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed in the bibliography
under the same number.
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2Finally, la Ms laboratory 1st the basemant at Harvard, 'lie made ice
that sinks, ice that taeits at a temperature higher than boiling water;
his pressure equipment caused copper and sulfur to unite explosively,
bismuth and tin to alloy and red phosphorus to turn to black phosphorus. 3 - (35)
Bridgman*s contribution to the literature of science includes sixty
papers and six books on the philosophy of science* His aajor contributions
were his Logic of Modern Physics (1927), The Mature of Physical Theory
(1936), The intelligent Individual and Society (193$), Reflections of a
Physicist (1950), The Nature of Some of Our Physical Concepts (1952)
and The way Things Are (1939). He also wrote a widely used textbook of
physics and a nussber of other scholarly works.
He became Professor of Physics at Harvard in 1919, Hollis Professor
of Mathematics and &atual Philosophy in 1926, University Professor ia
1953 and retired as Professor Etaeritus in 1954. (35) He was voted Hobel
Laurent of physics in 194b for his high-pressure work.
Professor Brldgmaa died on August 20, 1961, by his own hand after
discovering that he had an incurable cancer and only a very Sew months to
live. He had long before decided that one should choose his own fora of
death if faced with a predominantly painful future. (34, Hoi ton)
His last words to society were found la a note written on the day of his
death; these were, 'It isn't decent for Society to sake a man do this
thing himself . It is probably the last day that 1 will be able to do
it. ' (34 Bolton) It is, perhaps illuminating to know that, on the
day before, the Harvard Press received the index to his last book—he
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completed the work he had set out to do before he allowed himself to
consider his personal situation.
Bridgman was characterised by his enemies (philosophically speaking)
as "blockheaded and stubborn" but by most people "as a man of principle/
and by a friend as "a tough-minded apostle of ruthless logic ... fierce
in his inner disdain of sloppy or wishful thinking. ' (34, Kerable) He
certainly was not stubborn in his philosophy of science for, to him.,
the term "operation" underwent quite a transformation from its first
appearance in 1927 to 1959 in The Way Things Are . This term in its
earliest interpretation meant a particular physical operation performed
at a particular time, whereas by 1959 it had changed to include mental
and verbal operations.
Bridgman' s intent was to give physics a solid foundation on which to
build its theories. He did not intend to begin a "school" of philosophers
nor, originally, to apply the operational definition outside of physics.
When faced with the large group of followers he had acquired he said,
"I fear that X have created a Frankenstein which has essentially got
away from me. I abhor the word operationalism ... which seems to imply
a dogma, or at least a thesis of some kind. The thing I have envisaged is
too simple to be dignified by so pretentious a name. ' (34, Bolton)
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hile Brldgman night have wished chat his philosophy be of such
simplicity, it is evident that even ia its basic proposition it is
cotaplex. In feet, its foundations can be traced back to Empiricists,
Pragmatism and Logical Positivism.
Bridgman devised the idea of operations as definitions for one
purpose: that is, to give science and especially physics a solid
foundation upon which it could rebuild the edifice of confidence
destroyed by Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity. (6, p.l) The
characterizations of Operationailsas by Bridgman run from a narrow
insistence on the physical operation to a touch more lax inclusion of
mental and verbal operation. The first definition of Operationalis® was,
in 1927, that "The concept is synonymous with the corresponding set of
operations. * (6 p. 5) In 1934 he said that meaning can only be found
in operations (9 a, p. 103) and in 1936 he discussed the conditions for
the determination of meanings, calling operations necessary but not
sufficient conditions. (10, p. 116) Finally, in 1932 he said that meanings
have more aspects than the one £,iven by the operation. (11, p. 257)
from the above, it can be seen that Bridgman 's view of Operationaiism
changed quite radically as his concepts matured. The last characterisation
admits of mental, verbal and "pencil and paper"1 operations »• veil as
those which are strictly physical. The former, however, were never trusted
by Brid&men as implicitly as were the latter.
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But one may ask, where is his basis for such a trust in the physical
operation? to answer such a question, it becomes necessary to look to the
foundations of Bridgman's Operationalism.
The first thing that Bridgman does in hia Loaic of Modern Physics
is to establish the empirical nature of science, and physics in particular.
He states, The attitude of the physicist must therefore be one of pure
empiricism ... Experience is determined only by experience.'' (i>, p. 3)
Be admits in his subtitle for the section that 'new kinds of experience are
always possible,' 1 (6, p. 2} but this new experience cannot be interpreted
by the results of any other more familiar experience. It must be judged
on its own merits. In fact, the physicist Bust become, to this purpose,
a critic of his own experience. He must watch over the interpretations
given to his experience by theorists. (7, p. 2)
Bridgman's rationale is evident here. He, first of all, wishes to
avoid any more revolutions in physics and, secondly, to establish a
system of checks and balances to assure that theorists will not misinterpret
nor rate the experience as less meaningful than it is. He points out the
kind of thing he wishes to avoid, in his discussion of Newton's absolute
time. Now there is no assurance whatever that there exists in nature
anything with properties like those assumed in the definition (of absolute
time} and physics, when reduced to concepts of this character, becomes as
purely an abstract geometry of the mathematicians, built on postulates ...
If we examine the definition of absolute time in the light of experiment,
we find nothing in nature with such properties ." (6, pp. 4-3)
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If we limit ourselves to concepts uhieh we can define in terms of what
w« can see, feel, taste, snail audi hear, or what we can saeasure, which
is merely an extension of sense, then we can, at least, be sure that the
concept which we define in terms of these sensible*! cannot be completely
overthrown* Errors can be corrected, to be sure, but fundamental revision
is not only unnecessary but unthinkable* The shock of correction taay
still be present^ but we should be prepared to accept correction as a
setter of course. If we define for example, the concept length' by the
set of operations by which we determine length, we can never be said to
be completely wrong, as were those who defined length absolutely. t\ tern
is defined, Bridgman said, when the conditions under which we can use that
tern are prescribed and when we may infer from the use of the term by
another that he is also limited by the same conditions. (31, Briceman)
Thus Bridgman is forced to conclude, in accordance with the other
empiricists that non-experiential concepts are meaningless; lie "recognises
00 & priori principles which determine or limit the possibilities of
new experience." (fc, p. 3) This indicates that we must, in no way,
prejudge either the content or scope of our experience! we must take
experience as it comes. Traditionally it has been stated that the basic
principles of mathematics are a, priori (Kant) but Bridgman rejects this
along with Locke, Hume and the others. He states that mathematics is
"a human invention" (£>, p. 60) and "as truly an empirical science as
physics and chemistry. (7, p. 52) In his definitive work, A. C. Benjamin
classes these statements as "perhaps incompatible. " (5, p. IS) But it
seems as though these statements (including the first) can be thought of
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as equivalent, mesaing that mathematics arose (just as did physics)
invented by mem, as an aid in under standing experiential nature.
Incompatible or not, however, both statements ground mathematics in
experience, and reject the a priori . But Bridgmea does not give further
explanation of how to reject the rest of the traditionally a priori ideas.
with his rejection of the a. priori , Brldgman begins his attempt to
reconcile the objectivism he feels to be necessary and the creativity
he feels the scientist gives to his experience. On the one hand he says
:5 the only possible attitude toward the facts of experience as it unrolls
is one of acceptance." (7, p. 15) On the other hand he argues for the
relativity of knowledge, and the relevance of the human viewpoint, (11 a. p. 5)
Much more to the point, Brid&ma says I can never get outside of myself;
direct experience esibraces only the things in any consciousness--sense
impressions of various sorts and various sorts of cerebrations- -and
naught else ... science is only ay private science ••• * public science*
is a particular kind of science of private individuals. ' (7, p. 14)
Further along he states ••• "every individual must be his own jud^e of
what he shall accept to be satisfactory evidence of competence in another.
(7, p. 14) This position is thought by Bridgman to be sollpsistic (a
philosophical position that all one's experience, including the secondary
way of experiencing through the experience of others, is a product of one's
mind) and concluded that '"we have got to adjust our thinking so that it
will not seem repugnant •" (7, p. 14) Bridgman, moreover, vas never able
to reconcile these two positions in his later writings.
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In his objectivity , however, Bridgman was an extremist. He
completely restricted the operation to a aet of particular circumstances.
These circumstances completely define the concept and, in fact, a particular
concept, never the universal. In his emphasis on particularity Bridgtaan
follows the narrow interpretation of empiricism. He says Operations are
performed by human beings in tirae and are subject to the essential
Hesitations of the time of our experience— the full weening of any term
involves the addition of a date—future operations mean nothing except
as they are described in terras of operations performed now." (7, p. 16)
Some authors would interpret this statement as meaning that operations
are not strictly repeatable, (5, p. 20) but it would seem that another
interpretation is more believable. Ve might understand Bridgtaan as
saying here that future operations must be described in terms of primitive
operations (those upon which primitive concepts depend) and these
operations, it must be realised, are performed now, being based on other
concepts defined by past operations} neither the present or past operation
can be assumed to be valid in eterrusa .
The main emphasis on particularity which should be brought out
here is Brid^ean's description of two operations which are, by their
very nature, different and which have as their definiendum the very same
concept. He says:
If we deal with phenomena outside the domain in which
we originally defined our concepts, we raey find physical
hindrances to performing the operations of the original
definition, so that the original operations have to be
replaced by others. These new operations are, of course,
to be so chosen that they give, within experimental error,
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sets o£ operations nay be both applied; but we must
recognise in principle thee in changing the operations
we have really changed the concept , and that to use
the setae name for the different concept® over the
entire range is dictated only by considerations of
convenience, which may sometimes prove to have been
purchased at too high a price in terras of unambi^uity. (6, p. 23)
The second school frees which Operations lists takes socue basic ideas
is Pragaatisffi, The main press*tic tenets used are a &reat emphasis on
workability and an expressed need for clarity.
Brid^jcsan would take issue with one part of the clarity issue and
that is the pragmatic unity of ideas, Brld&man insists that we can
never had the same concept defined by different operations* At some
tine in the future the concepts may be shown to be equivalent, but this
can only be shown by an operational test. 'Thus when we use operations
to clarify ell concepts, and when these operations have themselves
become conceptualised we use further operations to clarify them." (3, p. 34)
Thus the only appeal open to us is the operation.
Brldgman's pragmatism also declares that the operation must be
performable* His attitude is one of 'let us try it and see. " If the
operation is not one which works in the laboratory then all we can say
about the concept is that it is not defined by this particular operation*
Truth, however, is treated somewhat differently, by Bridgman, than by
other pra^matists* Dewey, for example, accepts the operational nature of
definitions (16, p. Ill) but for him the truth of e statement consists in
a realist's sense of "correspondence"; that is, a statement is true when







after Che operation has bean actually performed and shown to have results
vhich confirm the statement. Statements prior to the operation cannot
be adjudged true or false, but only meaningless. In his discussion of
this subject he mentions the problem of the transcendental nature (a
root of no algebraic equation) of I? • "The proof that ff is transcendental
was given in 1382. In 1361 was this a true statement, ' 1T is either
transcendental or it is not'? The operational position oust be that this
was not a true statement in 1831, but that it did become true in
18o2." (7, p. 43) Notice here the validity of the mathematical proof of
the transcendence of ft --a pencil and paper operation.
from the stricter form of Empiricism, that of Logical Positivism,
Bridgmaa draws his rejection of all things metaphysical. A metaphysical
statement is meaningless to drid^man as is a statement of a mystical or
theological nature. Be also attempts to eliminate the 'unnecessary'
concepts in the world, defining these as the ones which cannot be tested
operationally.
Now that we have seen something of the background of Operationaiism,
let us try to expose the presuppositions that underlie all of Bridgman's
philosophy. It is by this method that modern analysis ts be&in to see
the weaker points of any philosophy they are trying to dissect.
The basic presupposition that Bridgmen make'9 is that experience
is the only source and the ultimate guarantee of knowledge. (5, p. 13)
Sensation has always been criticised by philosophers as incapable of
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experience is sensation plus activity; there roust be some kind of doin&
to determine what we mean by en idea we express. For firldgraan there ceo
never be any meaningful idea that is not operationally actively defined.
The concept 'length' has no meaning apart from the operation used to
measure it. When this word is used non-experientialy then we can no
longer be sure what it means. If ray neighbor says "My hasn't it he«n
a long day/' I might not agree at all. I might feel that the day has been
all too 'short
.
u the use of the word long here certainly conveys some
idea, that my neighbor is tired, bored, or somehow or other affected by the
day's passage , but X can never be quite sure in what way, or how ,c lon^'
the day has been for hio.
Another presupposition that must be examined is Brldgjnan's purpose
in presentating Operatlonalism. Is he trying to describe the process of
obtaining trustworthy knowledge in science, or is he presenting a way of
knowing in general? The later Empiricists have taken the latter view
and developed Operationalism from that point. Brid&ean,, however,
emphasised that he only means to do the former and is quite emphatic in
his denial of other intent. (10 a., p. 114) The conclusion should be,
then, that Brldgpan has the attitude of the experimentalist here also;
he seems to feel that to try to apply the results of such a philosophy
of science can only result in something better happening to the "scientific
method. ! It is not to be a static or absolute philosophy, but one which
seeks critical analysis especially in the field where it is strongest and
meat confident, the concepts of the scientist. Bridgjaan felt that other
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criterion ouch as the operation, but It wis not his purpose to establish
one for anything but science.
The operation then is orldgmna's nost basic Idea. It is a performable
activity by which -we can define a concept with the reasonable certainty
Chat we will not be shown to be completely "off base'* at some tisie in
the future. The operation defining length is the method of smsurement,
i.e. meter stick length, tribulation length, optically measured length,
etc* aosreover, mass is defined, by the type of operation, as gravitational
ease or inertlal mass. If operation can actually be performed to define
the concept, then, any statement about the concept Is meaningless, until
the existence of anti-matter particles was deaoastrated in an experiment,
statements about this concept could neither be said to be true nor be
denied; and when this is the case, the stateaant should be treated as
meaningless chatter by Ignoring it. When the operation was finally
performed, then sooethitv said about the concept could be adjudged »» true
or false*
The "operation" has been defined, however,, by some of those who took
up Brldgaan's point of view as specifying the procedure for identifying
or generating the deflnlendum and finding his reliability for the
definition. (15, p. 432) Others have said "tfe say of a scale that has
been standardised to measure public opinion, * Public opinion is what this
scale measures.' This Is then the operational definition of the concept
public opinion.' (14, p. 156)
But this last definition is merely a tautology. If we substitute
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as tseaningful as It is in its present fores. But even Bridgman realises
how close one comes to tautology if one tries to specify too ouch about
the operation; and, if one tries to avoid tautology by saying less, lie
finds that he says nothing worthwhile.
As can he seen from the above, the tern 'operation can have
different meanings for many people* The meaning, for our purpose here,
will be taken as Bridgmea meant it in his later writing; i.e., the
operation is an activity, either physical or pencil and paper, by which we
define a concept. These activities are listed in descending order of
trustworthiness and the physical operation is always preferred.
Mew that we have defined the term we can gpon to the discussion of the
difficulties one encounters when trying to use this philosophy.
In the first attempt to use operational definitions, one finds
himself restricted to defining a "here and now' 1 concept. One can define
a particular length or a certain mass under the conditions prescribed by
the present time and location. One cannot say that one is measuring
length or mass, only that these measurements are applied to this length
or this mass.
An example of the reductio ad absurdum of operationalism's insistence
on particularity is given by Fran& Alder. (1, p. 440) He suggests that we
try to define, operationally, a certain concept vhich lie calls "C " to
n
avoid confusion. The operation is the summation of values obtained by
listing and scoring the response of an individual to cereala questions.
These questions ask for the number of hours of sleep on the previous night,
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hi* opinion of fried liver, the estLasted length of his nose, whether his
grandmother cooked red cabbage with apples, etc. The "€ rate ;1 is counted
fro® e very long series of these answers Involving highly coraplex mathemntie
formulations including the number of weeks the test is repented, the number
of individuals Involved, environmental effects, correction constants sad
further considerations* the resulting function is a sjost complex one
involving raany of the mathematical tools with which the scientist is
familiar, and, really looks like a "carefully derived scientific concept,
But what is the concept? Fuse and unadulterated nonsense I Yet we have
operationally defined C •
n
So it looks as though there must be some other criterion applied
rather than particular operations. Brlegman never discusses what else
Is necessary in deciding whether the operations really do define a
meaningful concept, and how the decision is made. Is this also done
operationally?
The operation, according to the emphasis on particularity then, is
not repeatable in the strict sense, but only approximately so. Thus it
is impossible to define general concepts operationally and these must
belong to the realm of metaphysics or other areas equally mysterious.
Science, however, uses general terms as frequently and with as much
confidence as do the other disciplines. Therefore, any philosophy of
science must allow general terms and indeed must set some criterion to
determine their value.
The second difficulty in this area, which follows from the above, ia
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the multiplication of concepts by different operations, end this is the
difficulty with which this paper is primarily concerned. Sridgman £eit
that one could not define the same concept with two different operations;
gravitational mass and inertia I mass are measured differently, so they
should be presented as different concepts by using the specific prefix*
In fact, even If the two operations should prove to be identical in the
future, the distinction must still apply* The following is Bridgmen's
mm statement of the case*
We mat always be prepared some day to find that an increase
in experimental accuracy say shew that the two different
sets of operations which give the seme results in the wore
ordinary part of the domain of experience, lead to measurably
different results in the store unfamiliar parts of the
domain. (6, pp. 23-4)
It would seea, however, that Brldgmaa is avoiding part of the
responsibility that he assuaed when he espoused Positivism. It is
the attempt of this philosophy to get rid of all unnecessary concepts in
accordance with the principle of Oceania Razor. A philosophy of science
should, it seems, pare the conceptual kingdom to the core of basic essentials
rather than invent a multiplicity of concepts to correspond to each item
of experience.
This brings us to the third difficulty we encounter with
Operationalism's basic postulates; they are not complete enough to carry
oat the practical application of Operationalism*
Sridgmaa has not nor indeed have any of his followers even attempted
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distinction. But in sone cases It seems there cannot be a separation
between the tvo types because the/ ere both Involved In defining e
concept* It is impossible to sake any judgiaent, saoreover, on the goodness
or badness of our operations, which Bridgnan uses as his criterion for
trustworthiness because we have no rules to follow. (10 a., p. 126)
Furthermore, there has nowhere been aade a distinction between
symbolic and non-sytabolic operations. Certain operations produce symbols
or give Eoanlns to symbols (such as the height of a colunm of mercury In
a thenaoraeter) . Other operations are non-symbolic, especially physical
operations, such as the determination of the temperature of a gas* It
can be mmi that these two operations are not quite the same, yet is one
store trustworthy than the other? we don't know what answer Bridgpan would
give*
In spite of the incompleteness of Operatlonalisra, it is quite evident
to the scientist and engineer that it is a step in the right direction*
Scientific concepts do need some grounding philosophy to determine which
concepts are to be trusted and which rejected* Bridgnan refused to classify
his operation as a basis for a theory of knowledge, yet a theory of
knowledge is needed for science*
Certain tenets of Operational issa are being used in practically every
phase of science. It becomes evident in physics in the snny operational
prefixes one finds and it has been said by an electrical engineer that
-.: t < .' "
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"we go along with Bri<%men in sons ways. * Even in such an unlikely place
as the Proceeding of the Institute of Radio Engineers one can find
reference to OperationaHam. In an article on circuit theory the
following appeared: "He ask not only that a set of conditions (for
a given type of network) he sufficient but elso that it he operational,
in that the conditions actually prescribe a mesas of synthesis for the
network in question . .. Furthermore ... that the conditions be stated in a
form readily tested ... ." (36, p. 866)
An attempt to present a modified OperationsUse has been Bade by
/.. C. Benjamin. (5, Chap. VI) lie gives fourteen points which oust be
considered by any "generalized Operatiooallsra. The emphasis on clarity
and certainty must be retained of course, but knowledge is more than
experience, there must be room for both induction and deduction,
(scientific theory contains both) • Further the workability of the operation
is a natural criterion for validity. Benjamin would like to include in
the idea of workability the distinction between 'operationally defined
constructs" or concepts derived from actual operations, and "hypotheses ".
and to allow the latter at least some value as potential constructs.
The operation has its place in this theory of knowledge as the "activity
performed" on the "something to be known'*; thus all non-operationa 1
thinking is ''impossible by definition. ' (Benjamin's use of the word
operation here differs little from the later Empiricists use of the word
experience. If non-operational thinking is impossible, how can he
* Statement of Professor Paul Gray at oral presentation of this thesis.
f.
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explain metaphysical or religious thinking unless he wishes that these
too are called experiential? Sorae people would acree, if this is the
case, that metephysics is grounded in experience hut is art abstraction
frost it.) The operations are classified, unlike the present situation
into discriminating; ("inspecting,''" "discovering,*' and especially
"tugging*) which creates a symbol; associating , by which aaroes for things
ere devised end given meaning by combining particulars; generalizing,
whereby "classes are associated by resemblance"; and ordering, by which
series are symbolized and defined. Benjamin's last point, the nost
taperteat a® far as we are concerned in this paper is that cseasureaent
has a two-fold nature, lie calls the first the "fundamental" measurement
which does not depend on other measured values for its "metricistation ,
'
and the "derived" measurement . The fundamental measurement would indeed
require the creation of a new concept of each operation, but the derived
measurement is only an alternate way of measuring a concept already
introduced.
In the xmxt section of this paper, we shall show that this
distinction should indeed be made et least in one special case, and that
the two completely different operations we perform do indeed define the
sane concept. Thus this paper attempts to show a basic operational test
of one of Brldgman's main points.
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Before entering the main body of the problem with data evaluation*
and necessary mathematics, it is no doubt a,prop*** to introduce the
reader to the field of thermoelectricity.
In the 19th Century it was noticed that certain fnetalt) exhibited
some rather strange properties. These could be made to establish a
temperature difference between their ends if an electrV current were
passed through them. The align of the temperature drop was a function
of both the type of metal and the direction of the current. Moreover
,
if a temperature drop were imposed across the metal {e.g. by heating one
end) then electric power could be generated if it were electrically
connected to some resistive load. Later the same property was exhibited
by materials which were neither conductors nor insulators of electric
currents. These materials were called semiconductors,and the strange
property noticed in the metals earlier was greatly enhanced in them.
When it was found that the semiconductors could be sxade to show these
properties in a controllable way by adding small amounts of impurities
(celled doping the material) a practical future application was foreseen
for them. When e semiconductor is doped with an electron supplying
material, the temperature drop across the material Induced by a current
is in one direction, when a "hole" producing dope (that is an impurity
with a vacancy in its valence ring) is added, the temperature drop Is in
the opposite direction for the same current direction. Thus it was seen
that by doping one piece of semiconductor with electrons (n-type material)
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electrically and thermally, a much larger temperature drop could be
Induced by a current, or omen ©ore electrical power supplied by heating
the end of such a device.
The devices which perform these two functions are called respectively
thermoelectric pumps and thermoelectric generators. See Figure 1.
The heat pump shown in Figure 1 in accordance with the Seebeck
effect absorbs heat at the upper junctions and gives off heat at the
lower junctions thus setting up the temperature difference. The equations
defining the Seebeck coefficients at the junctions are, in differential
form
e*c-- -M/jTc *•»
where the subscripts c and h refer to cold and hot Junctions and Vo is the
open circuit voltage measured across the heat pump. In the heat pump we are
interested in the temperature drop when we impress a voltage across
the sample by passing a current through it. In the generstor we are
interested in the voltage drop when we impress a temperature difference
between the ends by heating one of them. In this paper we shall limit
discussion to the heat -pinup device.
The problem that we shall attempt to solve here is to devise a method
to measure the resistance created when the two types of semiconductors
are Joined by means of a conductor. This so-called contact resistance
appears even when we join two conductors together, but most of the tisam
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it is too small to meesure accurately* The resistance la e setniconduc tor -
conductor contact theoretically should be independent 9& the area of the
contact hut in fact la not. (27. p. 161) The larger the area of the
contact the greater the probability of getting some area of poor contact*
The high current densities* required in a device of this type
a fairly large area for the contact, and this is one reason why the
contact resistance for these devices is 2-3 orders of magnitude greater then
soldered copper contacts, and thus easily measurable.
Contact resistance is undesirable in a thermoelectric heat pump for
a number of reasons, first of all, the contact resistance wastes power





Since the current I Is large, even snail values of Re cause significant
wastage. Even more important., the wasted power appears in the form of
heat at both contacts. We would not ©lad store heating at the hot contact,
bat at the cold contact any heating effect is undesirable. 1£ the
2
contact resistance is large, then the I E heating caa completely negate
the Peltier cooling. *
It can be seen therefore that this problem has a practical nature as
well as applicability to this thesis. If we can laeasure the contact
resistance accurately, we can then begin to evaluate materials and methods
of making contacts to minimise the resistance. The measurement applies
to the thesis because we shall use two methods of measuring contact
* Host of the devices built here at K.l.T. for &.$. theses projects have
failed to work for this reason.
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resistance la this case. The methods used are not equivalent and it shall
he demonstrated, operationally, that these t^c operations define the sane
concept
•
Previous attempts to measure contact resistance have varied from the
sublimely sophisticated to the extremely naive* Engineers concerned with
the problem have concentrated, for the most part, on the instrumentation
necessary to measure small values of voltage, and this is important for
small resistance. The contact resistance has been measured in most
cases by a voltage vs. distance tabulation and graphical plot with a
microscope to determine the location of the conductor-semiconductor
interface (the graphical discontinuity at the contact is A ) . Other
techniques have used a sliding probe to plot voltage vs. distance measure*
meats on an X-Y plotter and then extrapolation to find the contact
resistance; (19 , p. 144) in another case the measurement «as made by
attaching probes to the material and measuring the voltage on the
probes. (17, pp. 1-4) Other less sophisticated techniques have included
measuring the total resistance of a semiconductor, then remeesuring the
resistance after it has been cut and a contact inserted. (27, p. 161)
An even more naive method is merely guessing at the value from device
performance. (17, p. 5)
When one inspects each method closely, one finds inconsistencies in
the reported data that lead the engineer to mistrust the entire method.
In today's most widely used method, the basic procedure depends on
exact knowledge of the location of the contact interface. The contact
must be located exactly because vie measure the voltage drop between the
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conductor and the voltage probe. Any material between the conductor
and the probe will add a substantial voltage drop to thai: caused by
the contact resistance* The voltage drop caused by the semiconductor
material cannot be known very accurately because of the material's
inhomogenlety . Thus the accuracy of a depends heavily on the accuracy
c
of the location of the contact. This has been published as certain
within 0.02 mm. This figure indicates a measurement uncertainty of
•02 mm times the electrical resistivity of the material (U ohm - cm)
•6Htll 10 ohms. However* this accuracy presupposes that the Interface
Is In the same vertical plane all across the end of the material. This is
not necessarily the case because of bubbles in the solder, plating over*
lap, flux layers between the solder and semiconductor, and damage to
the semiconductor face because of heating. One, therefore, must ask
whether it is absolutely necessary to determine the location of the
Interface with more tnan nominal accuracy.
The results published for the first of these methods have stated a
measured contact resistance of 1 micro-ohm + 5% with typical values of
U micro-ohms. When one reads further In the report, one finds that
the value of contact resistance varied by + 100% as it was measured in
different planes around the periphery of the semiconductor. (27, p. 157)
The methods proposed herein by-past the problem of locating the
contact Interface, and thus should be &ore useful in the long run.
The instrumentation required for the first method is uncomplicated and
should be available to any organisation that Is en&sged in research
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along these lines. See Figure S. The second method does require store
extensive Instrumentation end more cere In the actual operation,
The semiconductors used In these raeesuretnent3 (B
i
^% z Iodine doped -
He. 1053 and Bi^.Sb 72 5e fc *Te quatenary lead doped Ho. 10S4) are
commonly used materials for thermoelectric cooling devices. See Figure 2
for a sketch of the semiconductor ingots. The ingots were cut with a
high-speed rotary diamond wheel cutter with water cooling. (The ingots
were cemented on 1/4 inch plate glass strips with seeling wax). After
cutting and discarding shattered pieces (Ho. 1084 was extremely brittle,
also see Figure I for cut on So. 1053) , we melted the potting wax freei
the material with a room temperature bath of a 50/50 acetone and alchohoi
mixture
»
The semiconductor slices were then lapped on a water-wetted polishing
plate until the ends were polished bright. The material was next washed
with trl-chiorethylene, sandblasted, washed in succession with acetone,
alchohoi, distilled water and again with acetone. The last step was to remove
any trace of grease of fingermarks over which nickle plating will not take.
The samples were electro-plated until a nickle layer of a few mils thick-
ness was estimated (from reaction rate) to cover the end of the semi-
conductor. This plating is another source of error , caused by the nickel
overlapping the end of the material and forming a conducting layer around
the outside of the semiconductor confusing contact location.
The next step in the preparation of the material was, at first,













(later in the process we discovered that, before soldering, the length
of the material oust be measured) After wetting the ends, the material
and a tinned contact were placed in the solder in. Jig designed and built
for this purpose. See Figure 4. Again, later in the process, we
discovered that the solder joint was better if the pressure upon the
couple while soldering was just under that for material fracture, so
we did subsequent soldering in a press, increasing pressure as the
contact was heated.
The first runs were discouraging because inadvertently we had
obtained material of e.?ctreaely different volume conductivities. 1,1
this point the resistivity curves were being extrapolated to the edge
of the contact on either side and the discontinuity was measured at
that point. The discontinuity then is a function of the slope of the
line and total distance between the actually measured voltages. The
method was not yet sophisticated enough to handle a difference in con*
ductivlties greater than 2. A &eonetric analysis was made to determine
the error Induced as a function of conductivity differences 3nd this
showed a limitation of the factor of 2 for 131 error. Af we shall soon
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Originally, the method taerely extrapolated the voltage-distance
plots from each side of the contact to the other and at one side of the
contact the measured difference between the carves was thought to be
the contact resistance. Immediately, upon entering the operation, the
geometrical aspect of error loomed large. After further analysis, it
was decided that when one came across two pieces of semiconductor with
exactly the same conductivities or cut one piece in two, then this method
could be used to measure the contact resistance.
At some point or other in the process, it was decided that we could
avoid the problem encountered above by measuring both the thickness of
the center contact and of the solder. The center contact and the semi-
conductors were measured with a micrometer in the normal way. The solder
thickness was measured by adding up the above lengths and subtracting
these from the total length of the "couple" measured again with the
micrometer.
when the curves (linear) are plotted, either the portion to the right
of the contacts is translated left for a distance equal to the subs of
the lengths of the contact and the solder, or the portion on the left,
is translated right by the same amount. See Figure 5. the discontinuity
then is measured between the first measured point of the contact of one
curve to the first point on the translated curve*
The contact resistance measured here is actually the sum of the
resistance of both contacts, thus the measured value is the average of
the two. It ia assumed here, however, that the average contact resistance
Filial
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7will be close to the true value because of the aelaod of taaking the
contact •
One of the results of the lin&l technique Is presented la Figure 6«
The total contact resistance measured here was 216 + 10 s 1 j" ohms
giving an average resistance of 103 + 5 micro-ohms.
The error factors here are functions of instrument errors and
graphical uncertainties. Instrument error can be held to + %%, current
error j 2& voltage error , + .IX position error. The graphical error
arises when one draws the best fit straight lines through the non-linear
resistance-distance curves obtained. By strict mathematical method®, *
this error should be containable within 2%. Then the total estimated
error is approximately + (&. This method, however, will avoid the varia-
tions of contact resistance with the plane measured, so the total error
here, while slightly greater than published figures for other methods
(+ 51 He Coone11 and Sehr), Is less than the errors caused by orientation
effects (variations in measured resistance as a function of the vertical
plane used to measure it)
.
The second method of measuring the contact resistance is conceptually
quite different from the first. It is a measurement of the initial rate of
* For example the method of least squares which says 'take as the line ...
of best fit that one for which the sum of the squares of the deviations ...
is a minimum.
Cf., Thomas, G. B., Calculus and Analytical Geometry , Reading, Addison-
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ncooling of the cold junction of the boat pene when a current step is
Applied to the therraoeiectric couple. See Figure I. finis saethod atens
froa> the doctoral thesis of Paul £• Cray $N}j where the equations
describing the transient behavior of the heat pease are derived.
As a result of the above work, we knot? that the rate of change of
comparators with current has the following dependence:
III : o^ITc . ^cl*
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Thus by plotting out the curves we find the thetrasl resistance (C>
by locating the intercept of the curve; knowing C and the slope of the
line ve calculate R .
G
The Seebeck coefficient can be measured either by establishing a
temperature drop across each leg in turn and naesurin& the voltage gen-
crated, or by usia* an alpha probe" and averaging over nany aaasured
liii* - ^i*> = jit
•nil
value* (the alpha pcobm urn*sorea o( only in a very amali *r«a)
.
Temperature aeasuromenta %*ere caade with chroiael-alumel thermocouples
ana « Keitale/ Micro-Volt Asaaeter. The Keithiey instrument hue an output
amplifier which will deliver a voltage proportional to the deflection
of the voltmeter* This voltage was fed Into a Texas Instruments 0-3 ma
recording galvanometer where we recorded the temperature in the form of
a line inked on a moving chart. See Figure 9.
As mentioned above, this method required better instrumentation than
the first. The device holder must be more complex ;and 7 to avoid problems
that could arise here, we used the same holder designed and built by
Paul E. Cray* (20, p. 68) The temperature of the cold junction was
plotted on the recorder} the current step was applied vita a switch and
measured on a .1* ammeter, then recorded on the chart.
it was discovered upon trying to analyse the first set of data that
a 20% error could occur when measuring the slope of the temperature vs.
time curve ualn& ordinary tangent lines. A device called a taageatoraetet
was constructed to avoid this error. A taagentccaeter is a mirror mounted
perpendicular to the leading end of a straight edge. See figure ?• The
mirror is placed on the curve and the image and curve are linearised by
the eye> then a line is drawn along the straight edge. The line resulting
is accurate to within one degree of arc (12X) 'with the constructed
device.
The first set of data was analysed and resulted in a figure of 73
*
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micro-ohi&a for the total contact resistance ©i & mflMmMHaJ»&M device
located in the Energy Conversion Laboratory. This gives an average contact
resistance or approximately 3$ micro-ohms which is a reasonable figure,
a 1though the slope error above aauc toe data highly uncertain.
In order to cowe to any meaningful conclusions about the identity
or the concepts that these two operations define, we bee to perform both
isureraents on the same device.
a couple was prepared for this purpose and put to the test. The
resistivity of the "p-type" material was, unfortunately, much greater
than the 'a- type/' so that the possibility of error is much greater.
However, the first method gives an average contact resistance of lUS + 10
mlcro~ohms measured along two planes and the second {settled gives a
result ci 121 + 10 taicro-ohms per contact* The error in the second method
is inherently greater than toe first though not necessarily so. The
+ lu micro-ohm figure given for the uncertainty in this measurement
was calculated from the following considerations. The Keithley meter
is + 3£ full scale accuracy; the Texas Instruments galvanometer error
la 2% and the slope measurement is 21. This gives a total uncertainty
of 7% over-a11. There is, however, an error introduced by the ammeter
at snail current (5% at 1 ampere) and by convection effects on the cold
junction at snail temperature changes (uncertain) causing a distrust
of values plotted at small values of current. This hes not been included
in the error figures but has been included la the uncertainties plot-
ted on figure 7. The slope difference Involves a difference between
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thus introducing * turther uncertainty •£ 5X. However, the values measured
with the two methods do agree as can be seen, and this agreement Is well
within the error limit set above.
It is unnecessary to point out here that this result is one more
thorn in the sine of Operatioualism as it now stands. T\*> different
concepts of contact resistance are not required here although the defining
operations are different. Bridgman insists that, however close the measure-
ments come in numerical value, if the two operations are not finally
reducible to one, then two concepts are necessarily defined. Here, he
would say, one method defines 'ofrmlc contact resistance" and the second
defines "watt- second contact resistance." The engineering problem above
shows the numerical result to be the same (within the error figures). It
also shows that one simple concept "contact resistance, ' is all that is
needed to explain the numerical equivalence. Benjamin would call the
first method a derived operation and the second fundamental, and this
to resolve the objection quite well.
It probably is already evident to the scientists that Operationalism
has contributed greatly to clear thinking in their discipline. It would
be a benefit, therefore, to science and engineering if someone devised
a modification of Operationalism to answer any serious objections.
Mr. Benjamin's surestions as listed above will make au excellent starting
point tor A^y improvements
•
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Mm coaciesioa, let it he reaiwhrred that taiii i*iper id uot iutuuded
as a sweeping deaiai of Operatioaaii&ttrs usafttlaess as a philosophy
science, Sri»Jijwfta has taken tile first steps to give scieace a foundation
which la reasonable aad trustworthy} and it remains for us* his students,
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